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Additional services visa application centre
gt +7495 517-51-89 8 800 770-06-60 We recently moved Leave your contact data, and our experts
will call you in a convenient time for You Your name Phone number In addition to the visa travel
company arcade oﬀers medical insurance for tourists and for booking hotels and ﬂights around the
world. The existence of the policy medical travel insurance is mandatory for the border crossing most
countries of the world. Cooperation with one of leaders of tourist insurance in the Russian company
Renaissance Insurance allows our company to oﬀer a wide range of insurance services insurance for
travel in Schengen country medical insurance to travel to America Austraia and other countries
insurance for employment by active kinds of sports insurance for professional athletes the insurance
of pensioners and citizens of third countries. Travel company Arkada has access to the leading
booking systems and can oﬀer a wide range of accommodation abroad hotels ranging from economy
class to hotels and premium class luxury at special conﬁdential rates. Most often, the hotel booking is
conﬁrmed immediately and within one visit to us you will receive a voucher for a hotel. Access to
global reservation systems allows us to oﬀer accommodation when the hotel itself, there is no space
and during exhibitions and other events with high demand. view The cost of the site Manager is
300-400 rubles, depending on the long distance transmission of documents from the underground
and load of the courier service. read more Annual Schengen visa gives the right to freely enter and
leave the territory of the Schengen countries during one year. read more The fastest way to get a visa
is to send a request to our managers DOP. services +7495 517-51-89 8 800
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